Portable torque testing device by Wiha receives German Design Award 2020

No more surprises after calibration – a decisive advantage for professionals who regularly work with Wiha torque screwdrivers and use the Wiha Torque QuickCheck, the German Design Award Winner 2020. The German Design Award is one of the world's most respected design competitions and imposes exacting standards when it comes to selecting its award winners. This year's winner from Wiha outperformed the competition due to its design quality and was selected as the winner in its Excellent Product Design - Workshop and Tools category during a jury session lasting two days.

The practical, portable Torque QuickCheck allows users to perform a quick, easy check on a daily basis to ensure that Wiha torque screwdrivers function precisely. This guarantees safe and controlled work and helps businesses to save time and money by avoiding warranty claims and eliminating the need for reworking. Operation is extremely simple: users insert their Wiha torque screwdriver into the Torque QuickCheck together with the enclosed adapter blades and check the torque tool at 2.8 Nm. The LED light then clearly indicates the result using traffic light colours. Thanks to its compact, handy shape, the Torque QuickCheck is the ideal companion when out on jobs. It prevents any inaccuracies in screw fastenings before the next calibration, which must be performed after 5,000 operations or after one year at the latest.

The Wiha Torque QuickCheck sees itself as a rapid testing device, guide and auxiliary component to ensure greater safety in torque fastenings. It should be noted that Wiha's quick test device cannot replace the need for documented calibration. However, it does mean that the user will no longer doubt that the torque tool is still operating within tolerances on a daily basis.
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Image caption
The Wiha Torque QuickCheck has been honoured with the German Design Award 2020 as the winner in its category. It promises users greater safety and control in torque fastenings.
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Image caption
No more doubts whether the torque tool is still working properly. The new Torque QuickCheck by Wiha helps users and features two adapter blades compatible with Wiha torque tools.
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Image caption
Easy to use: 1. Switch on. 2. Insert torque tool, including adapter test blade with the set value 2.8 Nm. 3. Turn clockwise. 4. Wait for the LED traffic signal. Detailed instructions for use are included in the set box.

Tutorial:
Wiha Torque QuickCheck torque testing device

Link to the video: https://youtu.be/Rf_N_cww-98

You will find high-definition image material for download here (valid until 03.03.2020) or beneath the corresponding press release in the Wiha newsroom http://lp.wiha.com/en/newsroom/. You are also welcome to contact us directly for image files.

About Wiha

Wiha is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hand tools for professional use in trade and industry. Founded as a small family firm in 1939, Wiha is today a globally active company, still owner-operated by the Hahn family. Wiha seeks to make professional daily life much easier for users with a product assortment of innovative hand tool solutions geared towards user needs which increase efficiency, reduce costs and preserve health. This is why Wiha develops and manufactures products that meet the strictest requirements for quality, functionality, durability and ergonomic design. It provides a comprehensive range of tool concepts and sets, screwdrivers,
torque tools, multitools, L-keys, bits, pliers, soft-faced hammers, electrical solutions and much more. Exactly 80 years after its founding, the company received the German Brand Award and the Red Dot Brand Award “Best of the Best” for its excellent brand work and development in 2019. In the same year, Wiha was also honoured with the distinction of being named one of Germany's top 100 most innovative companies among medium-sized enterprises for the second time. Wiha was also distinguished with the Manufacturing Excellence Award (MX Award) as the best SME in Germany back in 2014.
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